
STARDROPS  JULY 25 -31, 2021

This weeks' Stardrops are short and to the point – thank you for reading Stardrops! 

Themes:

July 24-26      Mercury oppose Pluto – News, information and communication coming from 
sources where much is riding on their opinion to make your mood high or down – resist 
being manipulated throughout this weekend, throughout the week.

July 26-28       Mercury inconjunct Jupiter in Pisces – possible plans must now be changed – 
re-arranging your hourly schedule a bit in order to handle some unexpected visitor, problem
or persons' situation. Some adjustment regarding  future goals, schedules, agendas.  
Another strange disjointed period. The thoughts were centered upon some idea or opinion 
you may have held as fact but ow you're presented with another perspective and 
considering a new concept. A shift in the mind is required.

July 28-31      Mars at 29* Leo oppose Jupiter at 29* Aquarius along with Venus square the 
Nodes      A period of time, where one is inclined to jump to conclusions, exaggerate others'
beliefs, judgments, or advice....it's a time of being a bit overly confident, cavalier about 
some issue, motivated by passionate emotional beliefs and promises of having ones' needs 
taken care of with greater freedom, help, support and quality of life. Is it you feeling this 
way, or are you dealing with someone pressured and stressed to pull something off but 
might not have the ability to do this...No matter if this is on a large scale or smaller 
personal daily issue, just maintain common sense, balance, objective.

July 28 – 31     Good fortune with discussions, friendships, visits, beautiful conversations 
where a union of thought, oneness of thinking is powerfully validating. 
Finances are more  positive on the 31st.....lighthearted meetings, dealing with professional 
projects and negotiations, guidance and advising is all positive now. In general, people are 
open, intelligent, cooperative. 

July 30      Venus inconjunct Saturn    You might be considering bowing out of an event.  
Some hopeful wishful thinking on your part might fall apart, yet is totally understandable – 
on the other shoe- if you have high hopes for a particular outcome with someone, just be 
honestly realistically open to talking about a situation, but keep it as short and manageable
as possible. Not a good time to emotionally pull on someone or to be pulled on.   This 
awkward social situation isn't the easiest, so tread lightly and be detached.

July 29 2021 -   Mars moves into Virgo while opposing Jupiter's last few days in Pisces
Mars intensifies order, having things perfect, picking apart words, conversations, 
negligence, gossip, disappointing things with others....it goes on and on searching for 



something to criticize. 
Just pay attention to ones' urges now to be highly fussy, ruminate over petty things, even 
things which can't be proven, or you're just sensing this or that has occurred....and also, 
protect yourself from getting waves of irritations from others towards you or your work, or 
something you did or did not do correctly – just relax and let this pass. Try not to get 
entangled in the injustice of this one.  Give yourself enough time, resources and good 
planning to handle responsibilities perfectly, so you don't have to overlap, rush or be 
exhausted or fun out of time or things in order to make these two or three days from the 28
-31 successful for everyone. 

Mars in Virgo will continue to behave hyper critical, driving us to order and detailed 
perfection with most of what we do – even about ourselves. It will last up to September 13, 
2021. Even greater focus is upon health in all ways throughout this period. It seems to be 
launching yet another wave of high risk health concerns this weekend. The worst day for 
confusion over health issues and the need for absolute factual advise is Sept 1 4 as the 
peak, and continues on throughout September. 

Remember, the push and push back revolutionary vs constraint and control Uranus square 
Saturn is still continuing on up to December 24, 2021. It has been severely active since 
February 2021. Globally there is a warning for increased restraint and common sense, some 
delays experienced regarding situations and things which have been long overdue,  and the 
need for much self control and managing ones private affairs creatively are so important 
now.  Budgeting, saving and creative living is key.
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